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Abstract 

We design a big data platform based on Hadoop (HDFS, Spark, MapReduce) and Hive. 
The platform is built on the virtualization cloud platform. Firstly, multiple virtual 
machines are created on the cloud platform, and then Hadoop distributed storage 
system and distributed computing system are deployed on the virtual machines cluster. 
The Hive data query and analysis platform is deployed based on Hadoop. At the same 
time, we have done Internet search and social data analysis based on the big data 
platform. The experimental results show that in the loading, mapping, query and 
statistical analysis of Internet big data, the big data platform cluster constructed by 
multiple machines has higher efficiency and throughput rather than that of a single 
machine.. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Hadoop [1] 

Hadoop cluster system uses distributed RPC micro-service architecture for communication and data 
transmission, and distributes the functional modules of a system on different servers.Each system on 
the server corresponds to a module function.The Hadoop cluster system is made up of three 
components designed specifically to handle big data in order to make the most of it. 

The first component of the Hadoop cluster system is the storage component Hadoop Distributed File 
System (HDFS) as shown in figure 1.It is difficult to store large amounts of data on a single computer, 
so data is distributed in blocks across many computers. 

The second component, MapReduce, divides data into parts, processes each part separately on 
different data nodes, and then summarizes the results to output the architecture. 

The third component is YARN. It consists of resource manager, node manager, application manager, 
and container. The resource manager allocates resources. 

When creating a MapReduce job, the application manager requests the container from the node 
manager. The node manager obtains resources and sends them to the resource manager. In this way, 
YARN can process job requests and manage cluster resources in the Hadoop cluster system. 
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1.2 Hive 

Hive is a relational database-like software that works with the Hadoop cluster system to extract, 
transform, and load data.This is a mechanism for storing, querying, and analyzing large-scale data 
stored in a Hadoop cluster system.Users can quickly and efficiently use HiveQL to execute SQL - 
like queries and inserts, map structured data files to a database table, and provide query functions to 
convert SQL statements into MapReduce tasks.Essentially understanding is based on Hadoop big 
data warehouse software and using SQL language to read, write and manage large data sets residing 
in distributed storage.Data warehouse is the basis of data analysis.It provides an intuitive view of the 
data table when analyzing the data application, and enables the complex data set stored in the Hadoop 
cluster system to access queries and statistical analysis as if using tables. 

Compared with the Hive query engine, the Spark SQL is faster than the Hive query engine. The same 
SQL statement is slow because Hive is based on MapReduce and must be moved to disks through the 
shuffle process. 

1.3 Spark 

The spark SQL is several times faster than the Hive query engine because of its own memory.Spark 
is a fast, general-purpose computing engine designed for large-scale data processing. It encapsulates 
many convenient API calls.Think of it as a complement to Hadoop.Although Hadoop can also do 
some distributed computing, Spark has the advantages of Hadoop MapReduce.Unlike MapReduce, 
the intermediate output of a Job can be stored in memory, eliminating the need to read and write 
HDFS. 

Spark contains a variety of common computing frameworks for big data, 

Such as: 

Spark Core is used for offline computing 

Spark SQL Is used for interactive query 

Spark Streaming is used for real-time Streaming calculation 

Spark MLlib is used for machine learning 

Spark GraphX is used for graph calculation 

Spark is mainly used for big data computing, while Hadoop is mainly used for big data storage (such 
as HDFS, Hive, and HBase) and resource scheduling (Yarn). 

Characteristics of the spark 

Easy to start development: 

Spark's RDD based computing model is easier to understand and start development than Hadoop's 
Map-Reduce based computing model, and it is more convenient to implement complex functions such 
as second order and topN operations. 

Super versatility: 

Spark provides Spark RDD, Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, Spark MLlib, Spark GraphX and other 
technical components. 

It can complete the common tasks such as offline batch processing, interactive query, streaming 
computing, machine learning and graph computing in the field of big data in a one-stop shop. 

Integrate With Hadoop: Spark is not meant to be a big data dictator, but it is highly integrated with 
Hadoop and works perfectly together. 

HDFS, Hive, and HBase of Hadoop are responsible for storage, and YARN is responsible for resource 
scheduling. 
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 Figure1 :Big Data Real-time Platform Architecture 

 

Spark Running Process 

Application is first constructed by the Driver into DAG diagrams and decomposed into stages. 

The Driver applies for resources from the Cluster Manager. 

The Cluster Manager sends a call signal to some Work nodes. 

The recruited Work Node starts the Executor process to respond to the call and applies to the Driver 
for a task. 

The Driver assigns tasks to Work nodes. 

Executor executes tasks by Stage, during which the Driver monitors them. 

After receiving the signal that the Executor task is complete, the Driver sends a logout signal to the 
Cluster Manager. 

The Cluster Manager sends a signal to release resources to the Work Node(Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure2:MapReduce parallel processing process 

 

The Spark adaptation scenario. 

 Spark is a memory-based iterative computing framework. It is suitable for applications that require 
multiple operations on specific data sets. 

 The more repeated operations are required, the greater the amount of data to be read, and the 
greater the benefits. 

 Where the data is small but computationally intensive, the benefits are relatively small. 
 Spark is applicable to scenarios that require real-time statistical analysis but a small amount of 
data. Due to the features of RDD, Spark is not suitable for asynchronous fine-grained status update 
applications, such as Web service storage, or incremental Web crawlers and indexes. In other words, 
it is not suitable for incremental changes. 
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2. Microservice architecture construction and data processing 

We used Linux operating system in the experiment, based on the operating principle of MapReduce 
we used two VMware virtual machine on the computer and used the computer of Linux system to run 
Cassandra database system . Then we open in terminal on the virtual machine to create a Cassandra 
desktop. We mainly use Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS), Spark, hive and MapReduce to 
operate. HDFS has the ability to provide high-throughput access to application data. MapReduce 
program is used to run on distributed systems.We're going to build a microservice architecture that 
handles big data, using spark and Hive to analyze the same data and get the results.we enter the 
instruction "start dfs. sh" to start HDFS and activation MapReduce by input command “start-yarn.sh”. 

(1) Open a file and give the instruction: 
 start dfs. sh  

To start HDFS and activation MapReduce by input command: 

 start-yarn.sh 
(2) Create a new tab for Starting Hive metabase processor. We enter the command: 
 sudo service mysqld restart. 
(3) Terminal input command ‘ hive’ to access hive client. Enter the interactive client of hive and enter 
the standard HQL. In put command: 
 hive> create database sogou;  
  hive>show databases;  

To create a database for HDFS. 

(4) Import the sogou dataset copied before to the storage directory of HDFS. Create the data directory 
of HDFS, and enter the command: 
 hdfs dfs -mkdir -p /data/sogou  
Then view the created HDFS directory and enter command:  
 hdfs  dfs -lsr /data” 
(5) Copy the data file sogou.500w.utf8 from our windows computer to the desktop of the Linux virtual 
machine, the actual storage directory of the file in the virtual machine is / home / cassandra / desktop.  
(6) Upload the data file sogou.500w.utf8 in the local directory / home / cassandra / desktop to/ data 
/Sogou for HDFS, and its full path URI is hdfs://cnode1:9000/data/sogou. 
(7) Input the instruction:  
 HDFS DFS - put / home / Cassandra / desktop / sogou.500w.utf8 /data/sogou to upload data.  

After the command is executed, the dataset is uploaded to the / data / sogou directory of HDFS. Then 
browse the file system menu under the Utilities menu and view the directory structure of the whole 
HDFS through web monitoring. 

(8) Start Hadoop in the browser and check the data directory. The sogou directory shows below. Enter 
command: 
 / data / sogou 

into the directory to see the uploaded files. The file imported before will appears in the permission and 
is named sogou.500w.utf8(Figure3). 
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Figure3: Setting up a VM 

(9) Build the relationship between the hive table and the dataset. And create a table in Hive client and 
associate it with Sogou data file. Then view the format of the Sogou data file by entering the command:  
 less / home / Cassandra / desktop / sogou. 500w.utf8. 
Record data in the form of access time \ tuser ID \ t [query term] \ tthe ranking of the URL in the 
returned results \ tuser click sequence number \ tthe URL clicked by the user, where the user ID is 
automatically assigned according to the cookie information when the user uses the browser to access 
the search engine, that is, different queries input by the browser at the same time correspond to the 
same user ID. 
(10) Input the created SQL statement to the hive client.  
 Hive> CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE sogou.sgtable( 

          ts STRING 

          uid STRING 

          keyword STRING 

          rank INT 

          horder INT 

          url STRING) 

          COMMENT 'This is the sogou search data of one day'  

ROW FORMAT DELIMITED 

          FIELDS TERMINATED BY '\t' 

          STORED AS TEXTFILE 

          LOCATION '/data/sogou'; 

As shown in the figure below, the whole running time takes 0.53 seconds 

(11) Check whether the data in the table is associated with the HDFS data file, and enter the HQL 
statement: 
 hive > select * from sogou.sgtable limit 5; 
 in the hive client. 

After 3.422 seconds of operation, the hive database we created works normally, and the data table is 
associated with the HDFS data set. Subsequently, HQL can be used for data query and analysis without 
calling the HDFS interface to access the data, which simplifies the data processing access, query and 
analysis. 

(12) In the hive client, making some simple summary queries on Sogou datasets to master the process 
from HQL to MapReduce. In each DML HQL, one or more MapReduce jobs will be automatically 
started. Therefore, the execution status of hive SQL can be seen in the web monitoring of yarn 
MapReduce. Enter the instruction:  
 hive > select count (*) from sogou.sgtable; to summarize the data.  
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As shown in the following figure, Cassandra automatically generates MapReduce jobs. Input 
hive>explain select count (*) from sogou.sgtable; to view its execution plan(Figure4). 

 
Figure 4: The time MapReduce spend processing sogou data 

(13) Input the instruction: 
 hive > select count (distinct (uid)) from sogou. sgtable; 
To count the number of independent uids. After 82.367 seconds of operation, the number of 
independent UIDs is 1352664, indicating that the execution is correct(Figure5). 

 
Figure5: The number of independent UIDs 

(14) Operate the Weibo dataset. The feature of this dataset is that there are many numbers in the Weibo 
directory. Its data feature is that there are many files in the Weibo dataset, and there are many JSON 
records in each file. According to the file, the records in the data file are stored in JSON and need to 
be imported into HDFS and created. Create a hive table, bind the entire Weibo dataset in HDFS, and 
parse JSON data with HQL. 
Copy the weibo.zip file to the desktop of the virtual machine, extract the file from / home / Cassandra 
/ desktop, and place the data file in / home / Cassandra / desktop / Weibo and upload the entire directory 
of Weibo to the HDFS distributed file system by using command: 
 hdfs dfs -copyFromLocal /home/cassandra/Desktop/weibo hdfs://cnode1:9000/data 

Then enter the monitoring page of cnode 1:50070 to view the upload. Use the command: 

 hdfs dfs - dus 

To check whether the uploaded data is consistent with the local data. So far, the Weibo dataset has 
been accurately uploaded to the / data / weibo directory of HDFS. 

(15) The field information of each json record in Weibo dataset is as follows: 

Field description in json record: becommentweiboid whether to comment beforwardweiboid   
whether to forward microblog catchtime capture time commentcount content createtime creation time 
Info1 information field 1 info2 information field 2 info3 information field 3 mlevent no sure music 
link pic_ List photo list (there can be multiple) praisecount number of likes reportcount number of 
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forwards source data source userid user ID videourl video link weiboid microblog ID  weibourl 
microblog website. 

(16) Create the Weibo table in the Hive client and automatically associate the data set in the / data / 
Weibo directory of HDFS. 
 Hive> create database weiboDB; 
use weiboDB; 
CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE `weibo`(`json` string) COMMENT 'This is the quova ASN source 
json table' LOCATION '/data/weibo'; 
(17) Enter command: 
 hive > select * from Weibo limit 5;  

To check whether the Weibo table binds all data in the / data / Weibo directory and whether the binding 
is successful. 

(18) Make a simple statistics to count the number of records in the whole Weibo data set. Enter the 
instruction: 
 hive > select count (*) from Weibo;  

The MapReduce job will be automatically started for distributed statistics(Figure6). 

   
Figure6: The number of microblogs 

As shown in the figure, after 97.306 seconds of operation, we see a total of 1451868 microblogs. 

(19) To count the number of independent users in the microblog dataset needs extract the userid field 
in each JSON record, remove the duplicate values, calculate the number of independent users, and 
enter the following HQL statement in the hive client to get the statistical indicators: 
 Hive > select 'number of independent users:', count (userid)from 

(select get_ json_ object(substring(json,2,length(json)-2),'$.userId') as userId from weibo Group by 
get_ json_ object(substring(json,2,length(json)-2),'$.userId')) ;(Figure7) 

 

 
Figure7: The result of Hive computing 
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3. The Spark architecture for analysis 

3.1 Collocate spark 

Configure system nodes such as spark-env.sh,spark-defaults.vonf and slaves.To enable Spark to access 
data previously stored in the Hive system, we need to configure the hive-site. XML file. 

3.2 Start spark 

Run the code below to start the HDFS 

  start-dfs.sh  

Run the code below to start the hive source database.  

 sudo service mysqld start 

Run bin/hive --service metastore > metastore.log 2>&1 & to change the service running mode to 
background. Enter JPS and see how the process is executing. You get Figure 1.(Figure7) 

  
Figure8: The process of construct the Spark 

 

Start the primary node and slave node in the Spark file, and input  

 the start-master. sh and start-slaves respectively 

3.3 Use Spark and Spark-SQL to analyze data and perform operations 

After entering spark-sql on the terminal to start spark-SQL, input 

 spark-aql - -master spark:// cMOde1:7077 

 to connect Spark to the primary node 

In spark-SQL, input 

 select count(*) from sgtable;  

This is to calculate the number of all sogou data, the number of data is 5000000, the time required is 
3.124s 

Enter the value in the spark-SQL system:select count(*) from weibo;This is the total amount of data 
to calculate the number of microblog searches, in which the total amount of data is 1451868, and the 
time required is 7.882 seconds(Figure8) 

 
Figure9: The time Spark spent processing the weibo data 
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In the spark-SQL system, input 
  select 'Total number of tweets:’,sum(a.cnt),’Unique users:’,count(userID) 

>form 

  >(select count(*)  as cnt,get_json_object(substring(json,2,length(json)-2),$.userID 

>from weibo 

>group by get_json_object(substring(json,2,length(json)-2),’$userID’))a; 

For unique users. The results show that there are 1451868 microblogs, and the number of independent 
users is 78540 

3.4 The difference in data processing capability between the two methods 

 The difference between MapReduce and Spark[2]: 
The MapReduce framework has two steps. The MapReduce framework actually consists of five steps: 
Map, Sort, Combine, Shuffle, and Reduce. The most important of these five steps are Map and Reduce. 
These are also the two steps most relevant to Spark, so only these two steps will be discussed here) : 
One is Map and the other is Reduce. The Map step is run independently and synchronously on 
different machines. Its main purpose is to convert data into key-value form. The Reduce step, on the 
other hand, does the aggregation, which also runs independently and synchronously on different 
machines. A large amount of network I/O is required and a large amount of time is spent in the shuffle 
operation. Due to the limitations of the MapReduce framework, a MapReduce job can contain only 
one Map and one Reduce. After the calculation is complete, MapReduce writes the calculation results 
back to the disk (more accurately, the distributed storage system) for the next calculation. If the 
operation involves a large number of cycles, such as gradient-descent or random gradient-descent 
algorithms that estimate model parameters that require multiple cycles of training data, then the 
process is repeated with intermediate results being read and written to disk. Such data reads and writes 
cause a lot of network traffic and disk reads and writes, which are extremely time-consuming, and 
they are useless operations with little practical value. Since the result of the last loop is immediately 
available for the next one, there is no need to write it to disk. The bottleneck of the whole algorithm 
is unnecessary data reads and writes, and this is where Spark mainly improves. To be specific, Spark 
continues the design idea of MapReduce: Data calculation is also divided into Map and Reduce types. 
However, a Spark task consists of a series of Maps and Reduce tasks rather than one Map and one 
Reduce task. In this way, the intermediate results of the calculation can be transferred to the next 
calculation step efficiently, improving the performance of the algorithm. Although Spark's 
improvements seem small, experimental results show that its algorithm performance is 10 to 100 
times better than MapReduce's. 
 

Table1: The difference in data between the two experiments 

data 

Architecture 
search engine datasets Social network datasets 

MapReduce 56.51s 82.367s 

Spark 3.124s 7.882s 

 
Conclusion: Both MapReduce of Hadoop and Spark are distributed computing frameworks. The Spark 
framework has advantages over MapReduce of Hadoop in batch processing, streaming computing, 
and interactive computing [3]. However, the Spark framework does not provide a distributed file 
system. Therefore, Spark analysis depends on HDFS, the distributed file system of Hadoop, and Spark 
also needs Yarn in the Hadoop ecosystem to manage resources. So combining Hadoop and Spark can 
build an efficient big data processing platform. In this paper, Hadoop cluster and Park cluster are built, 
and the big data processing platform is completed. Finally, the success of the big data processing 
platform is verified by running the Word Count program to realize Word frequency statistics on the 
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cluster. At present, universities are opening big data majors one after another.  

3.5 Map Reduce's shortcomings and improvements 

Although MapReduce model and Hadoop tool play an important role in solving big data problems, 
there are still two shortcomings that are worth studying and improving: A. Statistical analysis and 
presentation of data. The MapReduce model and Hadoop tools lack the fine-grained features of data 
management in databases, and there is still a lot of room for improvement in data statistics and results 
presentation. The integration and cooperation of exploration and statistical analysis software (such as 
R language, SAS, Matlab, etc.) and visual tools (such as tag cloud, Clustergra, etc.) will become the 
development trend in the future. B. Algorithm optimization and innovation. The original MapReduce 
has a poor performance in supporting iterative computation, so it is necessary to improve the algorithm 
when processing the classification and clustering calculation of ultra-high dimensional data. For 
example, the recursive algorithm of decision tree can only be implemented within the Map, which will 
cause the memory consumption of a single node of Map to increase with the increasing depth of 
decision tree, and there is a risk of overflow. In addition, MapReduce is prone to generate a large 
amount of unnecessary serialization and deserialization overhead in real-time full map update mining 
on social networks. Many systems improve the MapReduce model in practice, such as HaLoop at the 
University of Washington, which tries to reduce the number of reads and writes by using caching and 
indexing. 
Classical algorithms such as K-means, genetic algorithm and neural network algorithm have been 
unable to meet the needs of big data analysis, and the improvement and innovation of algorithms have 
been an important challenge to deal with big data processing and analysis. 
Characteristics of the microservices architecture [4] 
Microservice is a design style of software architecture. The entire software service architecture is 
composed of multiple microservices. It does not have invariable regulations, but needs to be designed 
according to business requirements. 
1) Principles of Microservices Architecture. 
In the microservice architecture, each microservice is responsible for very specific, independent, 
simple task processing and returns the results to the outside world in the form of aN API. From a 
practical point of view, microservices are the fine-grained separation of the entire software platform 
or project. After the separation, all microservices operate independently and do not interfere with each 
other. Each microservice runs in an independent container. In previous architectural designs, the 
service layer implemented the use of the fine-grained process in the form of parameter or object 
passing, which was done in memory. Microservices take it "outside." For example, the traditional 
interface or Action requires the blacklist and whitelist check, password and password comparison, and 
login log recording. In a microservice architecture, these three processes can all work independently 
as microservice components, thus making the microservice code a component. The microservices 
architecture replaces the ESB bus with the idea of a service control module that, depending on the 
business requirements, at least includes services registration, proxy, publishing, and routing 
capabilities. 
2) Advantages of microservices architecture. 
The main advantage of microservice architecture is that it can make the software architecture flexible. 
Microservice with low decoupling brings high efficiency in the development, test, deployment, and 
update phases, and changes in the business become low cost and low risk. The larger the software 
project, the more obvious the advantages of microservices architecture. From an enterprise perspective, 
because the microservices architecture is apI-only, it allows different services to be developed in 
different languages and development frameworks, greatly expanding the scope of recruitment. From 
the perspective of engineering implementation, microservice architecture can transform the reuse of 
code, objects and modules in the previous development into service reuse, greatly reducing the 
management cost of the project in the development process, which is of great help for some scenarios 
that require personalized development based on the basic version of the software function. In practical 
applications, different microservices are usually deployed with Docker as an independent container. 
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Docker container can share the kernel code part of a host, and is smaller than independent virtual 
machines that consume large resources. It is also isolated at the process level, allowing the code 
execution of microservices to be completely independent, and even if some microservices fail due to 
failure, other microservices will not be affected, thus improving the robustness of the entire software 
service. Docker's well-placed "semi-isolated and Para virtualized" features provide strong support for 
microservice applications. [6] 
3)  Insufficient microservice architecture. 
Microservices architecture does have its drawbacks. First of all, the design of microservice architecture 
does not service all operations and components. For example, some low-level operations of the 
database layer are not recommended to be serviced. The architect needs to make a reasonable division 
according to the business situation. In addition, the purpose of microservice architecture is to solve the 
efficiency problem in the process of software development and iteration. Because the service functions 
that should be used internally are exposed in the way of API, internal data transmission based on HTTP 
protocol needs to be added several times in the process of external data service of software platform 
[7]. Although the transfer is done on the Intranet, it is orders of magnitude slower than a call to an in-
memory function interface. This can be a challenge to design and deploy software platform servers as 
the service usage increases. Finally, due to the exposure of API on the Intranet, designers also need to 
authenticate and protect key microservices to ensure that some sensitive microservices are not abused. 

4. Conclusion 

Through all the experimental and verification steps of building big data platform components such as 
Hadoop, HDFS, MapReduce, hive, spark, etc., the components are organically integrated using rest 
microservice architecture to form a big data platform. We use MapReduce and spark databases for 
experiments respectively. By comparing the time consumed in operation (in seconds), the architecture 
design operation using spark is much less than that using hive, and the operation speed of spark is 
about ten times that of hive. The experimental results show that the big data platform cluster built by 
spark machine has higher processing efficiency and throughput than MapReduce machine in terms of 
Internet big data loading, mapping, query and statistical analysis. For further experiments, processing 
tools such as ml graph mahout and NoSQL HBase can also be selected for comparison to obtain a 
more comprehensive solution. 
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